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in 1941 the work projects administration writer s project put
together utah A guide to the state I1 because of the splendid
writing of utah historian dale L morgan and others it stood as one
of the finest historical literary and geographical introductions to any
state more than one history professor used it as a text in university
level utah history classes

ward roylance who served for many years with the utah travel
council has spent the past several years bringing this outstanding
guide up to date he has retained the lyrical descriptive phrases of
the earlier volume and with the assistance of eugene campbell
emeritus professor of history at BYU has added a brief account of
utahs history since 1941 as well as modernizing the tour guide to in-
dicate new freeways and highways with the help of margaret lester
longtime curator of photographs at the utah state historical society
he has incorporated several hundred new photographs the result is a
volume that summarizes the states history presents practical tours
with full descriptive information and is also a display item with
numerous maps and lovely photographs thirty two in color it will
be useful to carry in a glove compartment as one travels up and down
the state the book can be read for information or personal pleasure

those who expect everything in one book will of course be
disappointed it does not carry a full political history of the past forty
years for that one should turn to richard poll utahs history 2 it is

not a geographical atlas for that purpose one should use the beau-
tiful and informative atlas of utah 3 nor is it strictly speaking
a popular history and geography textbook for such a textbook one
should continue to use george ellsworthssworthsellsworthgEll utah heritage 4 but this is
an impressive volume

utah A guide to the state comp the writers program of the work projects administration for the
state of utah new york hastings house 1941

richardchard poll et al utahs history provo utah brigham young university press 1978
artasatlasarias of utah provo and ogden utah brigham young university press and weber state college

1981
george4georgecgeorge ellsworthEllswonh utahs heritage rev ed santa barbara peregrine smith 1977
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the book is divided into two parts part 1 utahs back-
ground and part 2 touring utahs highways and Sideroads
the first part utahs background consists of 268 pages that dis-
cuss the natural scene 40 ppap the historical scene 70 ppap
the economic scene 52 ppap and the cultural scene 97 ppap
perhaps because of the interests of the donors and advisors the most
complete of these is the cultural scene which is especially good
on the arts 69 ppap there is even a separate index for this
section

As an example the historical scene section contains 14 pages
on indians and archeologyarchaeologyarcheology 34 pages on utahs history before state-
hood and 22 pages on history after statehood those who think
these treatments are inadequate should be reminded that there is

much on indians archeologyarchaeologyarcheology and utahs history in the cultural chap-
ters and also in the discussions of sites and attractions in the tour
guide portion

part 2 featuring a tour guide of utahs highways and sideroads
begins with an introductory section 30 ppap which discusses seasons
and climate events travel tips museums and exhibits state parks
and national forests as well as providing a reading list there is also a
section of go90 pages describing each of the national parks national
monuments national recreation areas and national historic sites
this will be particularly helpful for both utahans and outside
travelers

the guide outlines eleven tours with an average of about 35

pages on each the longest of these as one would expect describes
attractions in the salt lake valley great salt lake country
east the tour descriptions include geographical details and sights
of interest plus some history local folklore and interesting facts for
example few travelers in utah have visited bluff in the extreme
southeastern part of the state there are more than three pages on
the history and local color connected with this seldom visited out of
the way place important books or articles about localities and their
monuments attractions and personalities are often mentioned and
quotations from these are frequently included in the case of bluff
there are such selections from david E millers hole in the rock and
hoffman birney s zealouszealots ofofzionzion

the selections from the 1941 guide are clearly indicated and
these add both literary color and historical instruction to the volume
it is no disrespect to ward roylance to say that his prose is not quite
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up to the standard set by dale morgan in the 1941 production roy
lances style is concise clear and informative and his tour guide is

enlightening and instructive but he is not dale morgan
funding for the book came from the utah arts council and the

utah travel council and from the generous donations of sam and
lila weller ofofzionzion book store zeke and kay dumke george and
gene hatch joseph and evelyn rosenblatt obert C and grace tan-
ner and the michael foundation the design and editorial work are
primarily the result of the efforts of keith montague and mary ann
payne

according to edward L hart member of the utah arts council
board and emeritus professor of english at BYU who wrote the fore-
word funds accruing to the foundation from the sale of the guide-
book will be managed for the sole purpose of republishing it when a
new edition is needed p x in the meantime we can be grateful
to the donors and sponsors who made possible this handsome infor-
mative and useful revision and enlargement of the landmark original
edition thanks to all of the participants the impressive volume is a
bargain
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